our
ROOMS &
SUITES
PARK HYATT ZURICH

It has been a great honor for me personally
to retain the long standing connection with
Park Hyatt Zurich. The structure and
location remain important in the City, and
so we have tried to ensure the evolution
of the interior design provides a crisp and
contemporary edge, while still wrapping the
guest in soft luxury. Our designs through
each stage of improvement, have been
inspired by the hallmarks of Switzerland;
the Alps, verdant pastures, deep woodlands
and a busy, productive culture. This,
punctuated by bold artwork has given us
a wonderful palette from which to draw.
JAN CLAUSEN
INTERIOR DESIGNER
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Perfectly situated in between the shores of the
demure Lake Zurich and the city’s famed financial
district, to stay at Park Hyatt Zurich is to be
immediately enveloped in the finest elements
of that world-renowned Swiss commitment
to serenity, luxury and art. Its close proximity
to the famous Bahnhofstrasse as well as the
historic Old Town delivers all that Zurich has
to offer at your doorstep. Indulge yourself
in extravagance and visit Park Hyatt Zurich,
where the extraordinary is commonplace.

PARK HYATT
ZURICH
UNDERSTATED LUXURY
ART & DESIGN

Arrive at a Park Hyatt hotel and find yourself
on a journey through rare and intimate
experiences. Encounter exceptional personal
service, grounded in mindfulness and presence
in the moment. Experience peerless quality as
you surround yourself with contemporary luxury
and artistry at its best—from original works
of art to the finest in culinary expression.

SERVICE & EQUIPMENT

• Business Center
• 24-hour concierge
• 24-hour room service
• Babysitting Service on request
• V.I.B. (Very Important Baby)
• V.I.D. (Very Important Dog)
• Airport Limousine Service (on request)
• Underground parking

RESTAURANT
AND BAR
PARKHUUS

The parkhuus restaurant’s philosophy is centered
around sustainable products and their origins in forest,
field and lake – guests experience a feeling of nature
and Swiss authenticity.
ONYX

Named after the onyx stone that adorns this modern
venue, ONYX Bar fascinates with its lively,
cosmopolitan atmosphere and exquisite signature
cocktails.
LOBBY LOUNGE

Our Lobby Lounge is located in the heart of the hotel.
Be it relaxing with friends, holding informal meetings,
appreciating the fine art or simply enjoying the
‘Lounge atmosphere’, this sanctuary of style offers the
perfect environment in which to relax and enjoy.

CLUB OLYMPUS
SPA & FITNESS
PERSONAL BEAUTY & HEALTH

Club Olympus Spa & Fitness is a place of tranquility
with an intimate atmosphere and a unique ambience.
The wide range of treatments at Club Olympus Spa
& Fitness, support the balance between body, mind
and soul. Modern and traditional treatment methods
allow guests to draw strength. Sauna, steam bath and
professional beauty treatments are pure bliss for deep
relaxation and regeneration.

All 138 luxurious rooms and suites include the
following amenities:

CON
FI
DENT

•

Floor-to-ceiling windows

•

Complimentary high-speed internet access

•

55-inch flatscreen TVs

•

Nespresso® coffee maker and tea set-up

•

Spacious bathrooms with rain shower

•

Bathroom mirrors with integrated TVs

•

Exclusive bathroom amenities from Le Labo®

•

Luxurious bathrobes and slippers

•

Allergy pillows

•

In-room Safe

•

V.I.B. program (Very Important Baby)
upon request

•

V.I.D. program (Very Important Dog)
upon request

PARK
KING
READY TO REST OR WORK

Relax in this spacious 36 sq m (387 sq ft) room
and surround yourself with its contemporary and
understated décor. This room category offers floor-toceiling windows and is equipped with a king bed for
ultimate comfort. The elegant bathroom with Carrara
marble finishes offers both a deep-soaking bathtub and
separate walk-in rain shower. The Park King Room
accommodates smart technology and includes a chaise
lounge and a small desk for true residential style, with
a variety of options to sit or recline while remaining
connected to the outside world.

PARK
TWIN
FOR FRIENDS AND FAMILY

Relax in this spacious 36 sq m (387 sq ft) room and
surround yourself with its contemporary and understated
décor. This room category offers floor-to-ceiling
windows and is equipped with two single beds for the
ultimate comfort. The elegant bathroom with Carrara
marble finishes offers both a deep-soaking bathtub and
separate walk-in rain shower. The Park Twin Room
accommodates smart technology and includes a small
desk with two elegant Minotti chairs for true residential
style, with a variety of options to sit or recline while
remaining connected to the outside world.

PARK KING
HIGH FLOOR
ROOM WITH A VIEW

Relax in this spacious 36 sq m (387 sq ft) room
and surround yourself with its contemporary and
understated décor. Situated on the 6th floor, this room
category offers offers inspiring views through the
floor-to-ceiling windows and is equipped with a king
bed for the ultimate comfort. The elegant bathroom
with Carrara marble finishes offers both a deep-soaking
bathtub and separate walk-in rain shower. The Park
King Room accommodates smart technology and
includes a chaise lounge and a small desk for true
residential style, with a variety of options to sit or
recline while remaining connected to the outside world.
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our
SUITES
PARK HYATT ZURICH

PARK
JUNIOR
SUITE
FOR WORK AND RELAXATION

TYPICAL PARK JUNIOR SUITE LAYOUT

The spacious and elegantly decorated 54 sq m (581 sq ft)
Park Junior Suites feature an exclusive sitting and living
area and floor-to-ceiling windows. The exquisite
furnishings are classy and contemporary while the
furniture, upholstered in velvet and soft fabrics, creates
an aura of indulgent individuality. Varied shades of
bronze, cream and green complement the warmth of
the walnut flooring. The luxurious bathroom with
Carrara marble finishes offers both a deep-soaking
bathtub and separate walk-in rain shower for truly
relaxing moments.

PARK
SUITE
CONTEMPORARY LUXURY

The luxuriously appointed 72 sq m (775 sq ft) onebedroom Park Suites cater to the comfort and needs
of business and recreational travelers, while invoking
a bespoke residential ethos. The separate living and
bedroom areas provide contemporary European
furniture, a Bang & Olufsen hi-fi system and a work
desk, creating an aura of comfortable individuality.
In addition to the spacious bathroom, the Park Suites
offer an extra guest bathroom. Carefully selected art
pieces, unique décor and an exclusive variety of books
complement the suite experience.

PARK
CORNER
SUITE
PANORAMIC VIEW OF THE CITY

The light-flooded and elegant 78 sq m (839 sq ft)
Park Corner Suites offer remarkable city views through
floor-to-ceiling windows. A floating cherry wood
library separates the bedroom from the living space.
Sculptural freestanding bathtubs are placed at the
corner windows. Double vanity mirrors float in front
of the windows, while large frameless glass showers and
spacious dressing areas add to the sense of luxury.

AMBASSADOR
SUITE
AN OASIS OF PEACE

Unwind in the 108 sq m (1,162 sq ft) Ambassador
Suite, inspired by nature with saturated greens, creamy
colours and bronze accents. Flowing easily from one
space to the next, luxurious materials and details
move through each piece of furniture and artwork.
Floor-to-ceiling windows wrap the dining room,
living room, separate study and bedroom. The elegant
bathroom with its freestanding sculptural bathtub
and generous walk-in closet adds to the sense of luxury.

PRESIDENTIAL SUITE
THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE

Nestled on the highest floor of the building, this luxurious 160 sq m
(1,722 sq ft) suite showcases a cool color palette of earthy blues
complemented by various green and copper tones. The spacious sage
green living room features a real fireplace as well as an elegant dining
area. Adjacent to the living room is a kitchenette with a wet bar,
refrigerator and kitchen utilities.
CONTINUES OVERLEAF

The office is equipped with the latest electronic devices, as well as a
comfortable sitting area and a large desk. Decorated in restful tones
of light beige, the bedroom offers a king-size bed and a large walkin closet. The vast white marble bathroom is a tribute to luxurious
relaxation. It includes a free-standing extra deep bath tub, a separate
rainfall shower with an incorporated steam bath function and two
separate hand basins. A standalone dressing table conveys a unique yet
warm sense of comfort. With its contemporary design, prestigious set
up, and elegant and gracious services, the suite is the perfect choice
for a private residence feeling in the heart of Zurich.

PRESIDENTIAL SUITE

P A R K H Y A T T A R O U N D T H E WOR L D

Since its inception, Park Hyatt has quickly expanded across the globe but stayed true
to its founding philosophy: to provide highly personalized service and world class
food and wine while embodying understated luxury.

AFRICA

ASIA

AUSTRAL I A

Zanzibar

Bangkok
Beijing
Busan
Changbaishan
Chennai
Goa
Hangzhou
Hyderabad
Jakarta
Maldives
Ningbo
Niseko
Saigon
Sanya
Seoul
Shanghai
Siem Reap
Tokyo

Canberra
Melbourne
Sydney

THE
AMERICAS

°

Aviara
Beaver Creek
Buenos Aires
Chicago
Los Angeles
Mendoza
New York
St Kitts
Toronto
Washington D.C.

°
°

EUROPE

Hamburg
Istanbul
Mallorca
Milan
Moscow
Paris
Vienna
Zurich
MIDDLE EAST

Abu Dhabi
Dubai
Jeddah

° anticipated openings
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